ROCKY MOUNTAIN SENIORS SKI CLUB

FEBRUARY 4, 2018

SKI TRACKS

President’s Notes
As I write this month's material, I am getting ready to
go to Jasper, which is the Club's 6th tour of the
2017-2018 ski season. By the time you read this, the
tours will be more than half complete. I hope that you
are having as much fun as I am. Skiing is a great sport
and I remain in awe of the abilities of the "Club
Seniors" who swoop down the hill, with grins
spanning from ear to ear and, on a fresh snow day, I
hear the echoes of whoops and hollers across the
terrain.
Enjoy the rest of the ski season and perhaps our paths
will cross (please, figuratively, not physically) at
Silver Star, Whitefish, or Snow Valley. And don’t
forget we have NEW MEMBERS DAY on
FEBRUARY 6th.

graduation, he worked in industry and government in
BC before moving to Alberta in 1977, which is where
his work experience gets interesting.
Don joined the Alberta Government, working in the
Department of Agriculture. His area of work at this
time was with sheep, and he travelled around the
Province helping sheep farmers improve their
productivity and the quality of the sheep raised. One
day, returning from a day in the field, he met his wifeto-be Kelly. He was still "soiled" and "a little ripe"
from his day in the field. Kelly's mother also worked
at Alberta Agriculture and the mother and daughter
met for lunch. When asked if she had met her new
boss, Kelly responded "Yes, but he stinks!". Thus
started their long relationship.
Don and Kelly have four children, two boys and two
girls. They also have 4 grandchildren, two in
Cochrane, Alberta, and two in Maple Ridge, BC.
After working for a number of years for Alberta
Agriculture, Don was seconded to Agriteam Canada
(Agriteam). Agriteam was founded in Calgary in 1986
to provide project management and technical
assistance to emerging economies. In 1997, Agriteam
received CIDA (Canadian International Development
Agency) funding and Don, and Kelly, who was
working for the University of Alberta at the time, were
recruited to work with the Ministry of Agriculture
Feed Industry Centre at the China Agriculture
University in Beijing to help modernize the tools and
expertise available to China’s feed industry.

Getting to Know Don Scheer
Don has been a member since 2013. So, unlike most
of the people I have introduced you to, Don is a
relatively new member. When our paths crossed at
Snow Valley, I learned about some of his work
experiences and thought that they would be of interest
to you.
Don was born and raised in Vancouver. Upon
completion of high school, he attended the University
of British Columbia where he first obtained a Bachelor
of Science in Agriculture and then followed that with a
Master of Science in Agriculture. Following

They spent 4 years living in China, arriving home just
before 9-11. While the Chinese economy had been
growing since the early 1980's, living in China in 1997
was very different from living in Canada. The middle
class was still virtually non-existent. Recognizing this
fact, they were apprehensive about taking their
youngest two children to China. However, they
realized that the exposure to the cultural differences
could only be positive experiences.
The first challenge was where to live. If they chose to
live near their place of work, the children would face a
long and arduous commute to and from school. Don
and Kelly chose to experience the long commute and
they lived near the international school where, in
Don's words, "Their children received a better
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education that they would have here in Edmonton."
Not only did they get a good education, they became
fairly fluent in Chinese.

One individual stands out in their minds - "Thunder".
Thunder was a gentleman who started out making
animal feed one bag at a time. He would then strap the
bag to his bicycle, cycle to a local farmer, sell the bag,
come home and repeat. From that lowly start, and with
the help of Don teaching him important management
techniques, Thunder has built an empire of many feed
mills throughout China.
Don, Kelly and kids returned home in 2001. In 2003,
Don retired from Alberta Agriculture and accepted a
two-and-a-half year project position with Agriteam in
Tamale, Ghana. The project was to link agricultural
Don, Kelly and two of their Children

Don and Kelly, for the first year, had a driver take
them to the University in the morning and home at
night. After the first year Don felt up to driving
himself. Realize, however, that the commute each way
would be about one hour, as long as everything went
according to plan, or 3-5 hours if there were accidents,
and of course, like here, there were accidents.
The project was to take a shell of a building and turn it
into a centre of excellence for the animal feed
industry. High end technical equipment from Europe
and North America was purchased or donated, and
experts were brought to teach the use of the equipment
as well as management techniques such as strategic
planning, motivation, business management, and
finance. They built a feed mill that produced product
for pigs and chickens. Don and Kelly travelled the
country, visiting farmers and businesses to encourage
the use of better business practices. Of course, a
translator accompanied them and always, either Don
or Kelly stayed behind to look after the children.

research to the needs of the local farming communities.
This time, Kelly stayed home (except for one year
when she joined Don) and, apart from the occasional
trip home, or the occasional trip by Kelly to visit Don,
they were apart for about a year and a half.
Coping with black mamba snakes on the door step,
tsetse flies, malaria and living in a population where
AIDS was endemic made for a new set of experiences
for Don and Kelly. And then add the issues associated
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with local tribal warfare and theft. Don was provided with a house and an armed guard was always present. He
also had a cook, a housekeeper and a gardener, but we need to realize that the hiring of these staff was a normal
practice, seen as a way to spread the wealth.
Don learned to ski when he was seven or eight years old. While not disclosing his age, his first skis did not have
metal edges, his boots were regular walking boots, and of course the bindings were the old "bear-trap" kind. When
their younger two children got into the Nancy Greene racing program, Don frequented Rabbit Hill. In 2013, while
at a dinner party, he learned about the Club and joined. He has been on the Jasper Ski Improvement Tour the last
three years, but otherwise frequents Snow Valley. He is also an active cyclist. To keep up with Don Club
activities, Kelly joined this year.
You will likely see Don at Snow Valley and Kelly, who does not ski, will be biking in the summer. Stop and say
hello to another interesting couple.
Jim Vine
President

Sun Peaks 1, January 7 to 12, 2018
The trip didn’t start well with the rare occurrence of
one of our tour hosts, Bryan Harris, phoning in sick on
the morning of departure. But he had organized things
so well ahead of time that it was no problem for his
co-host, Mike Tansey, to carry on in his absence.
We left Edmonton with 45 bus passengers and an
additional 24 self-drivers. Seeing how full the baggage
compartments were on the bus, it’s fortunate that we
didn’t have more passengers or some people might
have had to carry their bags on their laps! How can 45
skiers have so much gear?

with Nancy Greene in the afternoon (yes, she is fast no, you will not catch her). Regulars to the mountain
quickly noticed a welcome change to the amenities.
The Sunburst Lodge has expanded, enabling a larger
crowd to enjoy the cinnamon buns!
Tuesday was a day to
remember by all. We awoke
to 11 cms of fresh snow and
more falling. Well, snow
was falling but so were
those skiers not used to
dealing with that much snow
on top of the groomers!
Regardless, it was a tiring
and exhilarating day for all.
The powder hounds couldn’t
wipe the smiles off their
faces and the non-powder
hounds were relieved when all that snow was finally
packed down! Many more stories and a few Facebook
posts were generated that day.
The Tuesday snow was a needed addition to the snow
base, now up to 110 cms at mid-mountain. Visibility

Shortly after our arrival at Sun Peaks, everyone
gathered together at Masa’s for a welcome reception eat some pasta, drink various beverages, plan their
week and talk about the mountain. Cinnamon buns
seemed to be one of the main topics.
Monday dawned overcast but mild. A lot of the
members, both new and experienced, took advantage
of the Sun Hosts to tour the mountain in the morning
and a few others chose to humble themselves and ski
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on Wednesday was better but, with still no sun
breaking through the low clouds, light was still a little
flat at times. That didn’t stop everyone from enjoying
another day on the mountain. The snow seemed softer,
the turns were smoother and everyone seemed to be
getting the hang of this skiing thing, as this was the
first mountain trip of the year for most of us. The
Wednesday group supper at Masa’s was well attended
and loud. Unfortunately, one of Bryan’s chores was to
bring the PA system with him. With it not available,
Mike did his best to bellow out his announcements
through the din and JoAnn Grand, being a teacher and
used to yelling at people, expressed her greetings and
thanks on behalf of the executive.
Although Thursday’s weather was a bit cooler than the
previous 3 days, the remaining skiers did their best to
further exhaust themselves. After working to stay
vertical for 4 days, being a relaxed horizontal at the
end of the day was a welcome relief.
Thanks to all the skiers who enjoyed playing in the
snow on this tour and being such a friendly group.
Hope to see you again at Sun Peaks next year!
Your Hosts, Bryan Harris and Mike Tansey

Sun Peaks 2, January 14 to 19, 2018
As always, everyone was ready bright and early on
Sunday morning. After an unscheduled stop in Jasper
to change drivers we took advantage of the beautiful
sunny day to stop for a “photo shoot” of glorious
Mount Robson. Our driver delivered us to Sun Peaks
in good time. Those of us who go by bus are always
happy to have someone else do the driving, even
though the roads were good, apart from some wet,
messy sections.
We had it all at Sun Peaks: sunshine, clouds/fog,
snow and wind. Overall, excellent conditions with
almost ideal temperatures. We did, however, miss the
usual fairyland of snow ghosts. The keener group was
out there before the lifts opened, anxious to clock as
many kilometres as they could (especially Archie
Childs!). The rest of us were a bit more leisurely
about it but all enjoyed the skiing----and NO
INJURIES! The hot tub—or Cream of People Soup—
as Tom Middleton likes to call it, was well used.
On the way home, we encountered a couple of
hiccups: we left Sun Peaks a bit later than planned
which turned out to be a good thing, as we were early
for lunch in Valemount. We even offered to help make
the soup and sandwiches, but our offer was declined
for some reason! The parking lot at Woodvale/
Millwoods was overflowing when we got home with
cars parked on the boulevard, beyond the designated
parking rows, along driving lanes, etc. due to a
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function at the community centre. After the bus got
close to our cars, we unloaded and left the poor bus
driver to figure out how to get out of there.
Many people were very gracious in their gratitude for
the organizers of this and all the ski tours. Personally,
I have to say, this was a wonderful group to work with
and made the Tour Host job pleasant and rewarding.
The Tour Coordinators are really the ones who deserve
the thanks: They pave the way for the tours and give
you all the resources you need to look after the
administrative stuff. If you have not been a Tour Host
before, do consider it as it is a great way to get to
know people and to give back to the Club. Thanks to
my partner, Barb Fowler, who couldn’t be on the trip,
but was a great help in the time leading up to our
departure.
Your hosts, Sylvia Moysa & Barb Fowler

Sun Peaks 3, January 21 to 26, 2018
“The first three days of skiing were truly a gourmet
dinner, and Thursday didn’t disappoint, serving up an
epic dessert”. That is how one of the Club Members
summed up our Tour. Though overcast, it snowed a
good portion of Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, so,
with temps just below freezing and minimal wind, the
skiing was superb. Thursday was pristine clear skies
such that, with the heavily ladened snow ghosts and no
wind, the views from the top of Crystal Chair were
absolutely spiritual; basking in sunshine it felt like you
could see forever and surly touch heaven.
Our trip from Edmonton was uneventful, with a great
lunch at the Best Western Plus at Valemount and pushup lessons beside the bus by our Albanian driver Ilir to
work off the cals.
The Welcome Pasta Buffet was fine; though a little
slow on the service end. Everyone enjoyed a good
social visit with warm greetings extended to new
members and thanks expressed to Executive members
on the Tour. It was early to bed as the slopes were
beckoning.
The Group Dinner on Wednesday proved to be a
terrific ‘hit’ as Sun Peaks Resorts ‘stepped up their
game’ following less than stellar reports from Sun
Peaks 1 and 2. In addition to grilled chicken, Masa’s
Grill featured their ‘melt in your mouth signature
dish’, braised beef brisket. Along with fruit salad,
garlic mashed potatoes, super veggies, and bread
pudding with warm vanilla sauce, it turned out to be
quite a feast. The Club camaraderie peaked with a
rock and roll sing-along hosted by Greg and Miriam.
A few members split the ski week between Alpine and
Nordic. For future reference, Sun Peaks has superb
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cross-country trails which start from the top of the
Morrisey Chair (5,500 feet). Taking the “Holy Cow” run
leads you to a wonderful warming hut for lunch beside
the McGillivray Lake Outpost. It is a 3 to 4 hour 13 km
commune with nature in solitude through beautiful
forest. Being mostly downhill (elevation drop of 1200
feet) it is a genuine touch of ecstasy; a dream experience
for anyone who loves the Nordic ski sport.
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Members were called upon to get a number of vehicles
that were stuck in snow; into motion. A special “shout
out” of thanks is extended to all those muscular
Members.
Overall the consensus was that Sun Peaks 3 was a
splendid success with good snow, good food, and good
company, contributing to fun times --- just what being a
Member of the RMSSC is all about!

The drive back to Edmonton on Friday was smooth and
In closing, as Tour Hosts, Michael Reynolds and Dan
efficient; basically ‘right on time’ despite an unplanned
Magnan, sincerely thank all members of the Tour for
stop in Jasper for bus fuel and a snowstorm as we
their support and cooperation.
approached the city. Unloading was rather challenging in
deep snow, wind and cold. A team of strong able-bodied
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RMSSC Executive Search and Recruitment
Feeling bored and need a new challenge? Is it time to give back to the Club
by filling a volunteer executive role on the Board?
The RMSSC Executive Search team is recruiting members for the 2018-2020 Executive, to be elected at the AGM
this April/May. All positions are for a two-year term (with the exception of the Auditors who are elected every year
but may hold this position for an underdetermined period).
Many of the executive roles are filled with two members, with alternate terms. This provides for continuity and
shared experience. The following positions will be up for election:
Tour Coordinator:

One position (Gaye Carter and Blaine Larsen stay on to fill their 2nd year)

Special Activities:

One position (Rob Fenton stays on to fill his 2nd year)

Membership:

One position (Deanna Sharratt stays on to fill her 2nd year)

Social:

One position (Bonnie Burn stays on to fill her 2nd year)

Communication/Newsletter: One position (the Newsletter and Communication role has been combined for the
coming term, under review. The role is negotiable!)
Auditor:

Two positions

Role descriptions can be found on the RMSSC website (under Membership/Volunteer).
Please contact a member of the Search Committee for further information and to express your interest:
Doug Knight, Past President (Chair)
Jim Vine, President
JoAnn Grand, Vice President
Alan Lister, Treasurer

Spring Dinner
Woodvale Community Centre
(Millwoods)
Thursday, May 17, 2018.
Looking forward to another great meal and expect a good turnout.
Mark your calendar
Tickets will be available in April.
Bonnie Burn and Judy Anderson
Social Coordinators
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What’s happening this summer?
We may be in the midst of a great skiing season but the
phone calls and emails keep coming in with the
question, ”What’s happening this summer?” For those
of you looking to plan your time around your favorite
RMSSC summer activities, we have an update for you.
After consulting the fall 2017 cycle survey results and
the feedback from the cycle committee, the Special
Activities Coordinators presented the executive with a
slate of summer program for 2018. The executive
approved the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Annual Canmore 2018 RMSSC Cycle Tour is slated for the third week in June (exact dates to be
confirmed)
The new first time Calgary 2018 RMSSC Cycle Tour of July 16-19
The 2018 Weekly RMSSC Cycle program begins May 1 and runs 45 Tuesdays/ Thursdays at nine different
start locations until the last day – October 2 with the wrap up lunch at Sherwood Park.
The 2018 Bike Again Course of May.
Short Orientation Sessions to assist new riders with the RMSSC group riding etiquette (probably May and
June)
The ride leader training sessions offered as needed (probably late June and early July)
A slate of evening or late afternoon Special Rides approximately six in total at various locations may
include Fort Saskatchewan (May 18) , Elk Island (August 8), St. Albert (September), Red Deer (Date
TBA), Sherwood Park (probably July 11) and a special 2 day of riding/musical evening entertainment
event in Camrose (registrations for each special ride required – details to follow in April and other
months)
The 2018 RMSSC Golf Weekly Program held at various golf course locations each Monday from early
May to September
The 2018 RMSSC Annual Golf Tournament to be held in September 2018 (registration details to arrive by
email in August).

Registration details for most of the above is slated to arrive in your personal email in April.
Darryl Reimche and Rob Fenton,
Special Activities Coordinators,
“who want to thank the many volunteers who make these programs work”
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RMSSC Cycling Survey Results
completed by 104 members on Oct 3, 2017 at the “Wrap Up” lunch

1. In 2017, I most often rode with: (check one below)
Light
Dark Blue Black
Blue
12 – 14% 37 - 43% 30 - 35% 5 -5%

Green

Double
Black
3-3%
Total 87

2. Riding Frequency - Of the 45 Tuesday and Thursday
rides, I rode approximately:
check only one
Less than 10% of the rides 7 – 9%
Between 10-25% of rides
7 – 9%
Between 25% and 50%
13-16%
Between 50 and 75%
23-28%
Between 75 and 100%
31-38%
Total 81

3. Overall this season, I found RMSSC weekly
cycling: check only one.
Highly enjoyable
Mostly enjoyable
Somewhat enjoyable

72-88%
10-12%
0
Total 82

4. While the ride pace is mainly influenced by the

particular ride leader and the terrain, did we
generally have a sufficient number of colour riding
groups to accommodate demand for the desired pace
and distance?
Yes
74-91%
Somewhat
7-9%
No
0
Total 81

5. RMSSC Cycling Safety – During the rides I:
Always felt safe
Usually felt safe
Occasionally felt unsafe

57-74%
19-25%
1-1%
Total 77

6. If you observed an unsafe riding situation this riding
season, why do you feel the situation was unsafe?
(check as many below as applicable)
Possible Factors leading to A main Not a main
unsafe situation:
factor
factor
Hand signals were not used
by the group
6-7%
22-24%
Passing in unsafe manner or
not enough distance
9-10%
18-20%
Riding side by side at an
inappropriate places
22-24% 11-12%
Group strung out at street
crossings and traffic lights –
crossing when unsafe.
Some riders slower/faster
than the group pace
The trail or pathway in poor
condition
Lack of rider attention and/
or skill
Other
Totals

24-27%

14-16%

10-11%

16-18%

3-3%

20-22%

12-13% 15-17%
4-4%
90
116

7. Which Ride Start Locations you prefer in 2018
(Please check)
Start Locations and Same #
frequency of starts
as in
2017
2017
Hawrelak - 10
including Bike Again
course for first 4 rides
56
days in May
Kinsmen 7
52
YMCA 5
58
Goldbar reduced to 2
45
Terwillegar 5
63
St. Albert 5
58
Sherwood Park 6
includes wrap up
61
lunch
The Meadows NEW 2 38
38
Callingwood NEW 2

Do not
reduce increase include
in 2018 in 2018 in 2018

10
14
10
5
2
4

1
13
3
7

6
5
6

3
9
9

4

1
6
5

8. Which Special Rides should be offered 2018?
Special Rides in 2017
Fort Saskatchewan May
Elk Island August

Include in Do not
2018
include2018
54
67
1
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Section for 2017 ride leaders:

57
54

1. I found the experience rewarding (circle one)

9. Which Cycle Tours would you like to see
organized by the Club in 2018?
Cycle Tours
Canmore 3rd week of June
Calgary 3rd week of July
One Day ride in Red Deer

offer in
2018
64
43
51

Do not offer
in 2018
2
3

10. Your comments on the new weekly cycling
registration process in 2017.

Cycle Registration Process
2017 changes included:
New email address cycling@seniorsski.com
Instructions on how to
register for cycling on the
Club website
Confirmation of cycling
registration

Continue
to use in
2018

Change

100%
100%
100%

11. I received timely emails with monthly schedule
updates and special rides:
Yes
Somewhat
No

YES 40

MOSTLY 4 NO 0

2. Did you use the online cycling route maps on the
RMSSC website?
YES 13
Somewhat 8

NO 26

3. Planning a route was relatively easy.
YES 27

Somewhat 13

NO 2

4. What issues or questions arose for you as you
were preparing or leading a group? General
comments:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the numbers continue to increase, need to
consider some means to limit numbers (3)
Attendance drops off in July and holidays
and after the first few rides (3)
Groups too large - light blue (3)
Keep groups to reasonable size (2)
Help new leaders (2)
Great job (6) very efficient (3)
Great fun, I loved it, great volunteers, great
leaders, great organizers, I love RMSSC
biking (14)

80 –98%
0
1 – 2%

12. The information provided by the ride leader before
each ride was:
Helpful 79 -98%
Not
needed
2 – 2%

13. Did you access the online cycling route maps on the

RMSSC website?(circle)
YES 22 Somewhat 12 NO 44
14. Do you use (or have you used) a cycling app?
28 yes 49 no
15. Would you be interested in using the Ride with GPS app?
30 YES 21 NO 11 NOT SURE 5 YES, if I had
some help learning to set it up and use it.
16. The number of members for our weekly rides
increased over last year and varied between a high of
165 to a low of 90 riders -Was there adequate
organization to handle these numbers?
71 YES 5 Somewhat 0 NO
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Executive Contact Information
Position
President
Past President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Communications
Membership

Special Activities

Name
Jim Vine
Doug Knight
JoAnn Grand
Wendy Saunders
Alan Lister
Bob Rose
Art Robinson
Deanna Sharratt
Don Blackwell
Judy Anderson
Bonnie Burn
Darryl Reimche

Tours

Rob Fenton
Bernice Gordeyko

Newsletter Editor
Social

Webmaster

Email
president@seniorsski.com
pastpres@seniorsski.com
vicepres@seniorsski.com
secretary@seniorsski.com
treas@seniorsski.com
communications@seniorsski.com
info@seniorsski.com
newsletter@seniorsski.com
social@seniorsski.com
activities@seniorsski.com

Gaye Carter

tours@seniorsski.com

Blaine Larsen
Bryan Harris

webmaster@seniorsski.com

Calendar

February 6, 2018
New Members Day!!!
April 25, 2018 AGM (NOTE TIME CHANGE)
10 am -12 noon, Snow Valley
May 17th, 2018 Spring Dinner
Woodvale Community League

Remaining Ski Tours 2018
January 28 – February 1, 2018
Marmot 2
February 11- 16, 2018
Kimberly
Monday, February 26 – Saturday, March 3, 2018
Silver Star
March 11- 16, 2018
Whitefish
April 2 – 6, 2018
Marmot 3
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